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“ESSAY FOR IAS” - PLANNER
Essay In Civil Services Examination
With the change in the Civil Services Main pattern and syllabus in 2014, ESSAY paper acquired more importance
than previously. Earlier a candidate had to write on one topic for 250 marks. With the change in the syllabus,
now, candidates have to write on two topics for 250 marks. This has helped the students in scoring good
marks. And overall EFFECTIVE Contribution of ESSAY Marks has increased manyfold in their final selection.
Writing an essay in school is different from writing in Civil Services Examination. The reason being, an
evaluator of UPSC looks for an in-depth ELABORATION, EXPLANATION & EXEMPLIFICATION in precise
and coherent manner. UPSC wants to ensure candidates’ ability to comprehend the topic analytically. The
evaluators while evaluating the papers takes into account-the comprehension, originality of thought, clarity
of expression and integrated thinking with assimilation of ideas on temporal & sectoral scales.
The UPSC notification reads as, “Candidates will be expected to keep closely to the subject of the essay
to arrange their ideas in orderly fashion and to write concisely. Credit will be given for effective
and exact expression.”
Writing a good essay requires an art of ACQUIRINGKNOWLEDGE, and SKILLto write through ELABORATION,
EXPLANATION & EXEMPLIFICATION. And this skill can be acquired throughACQUISITION of KNOWLEDGE
practice of WRITING under an expert guidance.

The Right approach to write Essay For IAS (150+ Marks)
....... By Vikash Ranjan
Essay is a thoughtful, insightful, analytical, compact and focused write up with flow and effective but simple
communication. Essay is about how do you perceive and understand an idea. What is your point of view? It
is not a long factual note. It is not a summary of a variety of ideas put together in an unconnected manner. It is
not an outpouring of knowledge and emotions. It is not an activist view point. Then what it is? It is a
balanced write up on an issue that discusses all the dimensions of the topic, develops its central theme and
helps to draw a conclusion or keeps the debate open with a futuristic note. Essentially an essay consists of
three major parts:




OPENING PARAGRAPH - The introduction
THE BODY - The main body
CLOSING PARAGRAPH - The conclusion



The introduction is intended to lead the reader into the topic and clarify what the essay will specifically
deal with. It usually consists of one paragraph, but this depends on the length of the essay and the amount
of background information the context requires. The introduction will contain a key sentence (or, if
necessary, more than one) that represents the thread running through the whole essay. This sentence is
called the thesis statement.



The main body deals with the major ideas that support the thesis statement. Each main idea is presented
in a separate paragraph (“one notion, one paragraph”) and developed with supporting ideas in the form
of explanations, definitions, or similar, and illustrated with examples where appropriate or necessary.



The conclusion brings the reader back to the purpose of the essay and draws all the points together
before making a final comment on the result of the discussion/argument. Often this final comment will
point towards some consequence the discussion may have for the future or make some observation
about what the discussion has revealed on a general level.
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Ultimately an essay will show a progression from a general level (in the introduction) down to the specific
(thesis statement and body) and back up to the general level again (conclusion). The reader will be expecting
this so it gives your essay a sense of completion.
Get the Balance Right
You probably know that all essays should have an introduction, body and conclusion. Less well-known is that
the balance of these elements in crucial. A good rule of thumb is:
Introduction: 10 %
Body: 80 %
Conclusion: 10 %
If you get these elements out of balance you generally have a poor essay.
IMPORTANT : Have a Thesis (statement)!
An essay is a waste of time to read if it does not have a thesis. It MUST have one.
This is something that most students have trouble with. A “thesis” means a personal point of view on a
topic that you have argued for and elaborated on temporal and sectoral scales.
Often students are frightened about having their own point of view. However, there is nothing to be worried
about. It does not mean that their point of view must be completely original; often they can find references in
the library where other people argued for the same idea that the student shars.

THE OPENING PARAGRAPH - INTRODUCTION OF ESSAY
The opening paragraph of an essay must contain the meaning of the topic and concept mentioning
various dimensions of the topic.You should intend to find out the core theme of the topic of the essay
indicationg how the essay is going to unwrap with its various ideas and dimensions giving an indication of the
conclusion too.
What do you write in the first paragraph of your essay? We have all experienced that hollow feeling of
looking at the blank page and wondering how to start. Even professional writers such as journalists and
novelists frequently experience the same thought of hollow in those blank pages with words. ‘How do I begin
to write this thing?’ they think to themselves.
Think about times when you pick up a book in a bookshop or library and start reading the first page.
The first impression you get from the opening paragraph might determine whether you go on reading it or
not. All authors, however famous or experienced, give careful thought to the openings of their books. After
all, they have to grab the attention of their potential readers. The first paragraph they have written might turn
a browser in a bookshop into a buyer. If potential buyers like the first paragraph and it holds their attention,
it is much more likely that they will make their way to the cash desk and buy the book.
You have the same need to grab the attention of your evaluators as these authors. The difference is the
people who assess your work won’t have a choice about whether or not to continue reading your essay. They
are paid to do so. However, your first paragraph is bound to make an impression on them and will affect their
view of the overall essay. Therefore, it is very important that their first impression of your essay is favourable.
You don’t want to have a reluctant evaluator marking your essay, someone who is really struggling to get
through it. Therefore, it is worthwhile spending some time on improving the openings to your essays. Aim to
make a good impression on your evaluator with your opening paragraph;
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DO NOT GUFF IN THE OPENING PARAGRAPH-INTRODUCTION.
It is essential to avoid writing guff in-your opening paragraph.

What is guff ? It is when a student attempts to hide that they have nothing much to say about the topic
by making empty, unwarranted statements that could apply to a whole range of topics, but which manage to
say nothing relevant in answer to the question. Take For example one topic and how one guffs in opening
paragraph:

Topic : “Should the voting age be lowered to sixteen?”
Opening paragraph Sentences...
This is a very important issue and there are many different approaches that can be taken in
regard to it. Many experts have considered this matter, but no one has come up with proven solutions.
There are arguments for and against and many people feel very strongly about it.
What is wrong with this paragraph as an opening? Just about everything! It manages to say nothing,
is far too general and non-specific, and the main purpose seems to be to fill up space. In fact, it is not worth
writing and is bound to make a bad impression. It is pure ‘guff’. The ‘issue’ is not even mentioned, neither are
the ‘different approaches’ that can be taken, and none of the arguments for and against. It says nothing in 45
words! There is nothing specific in this opening paragraph, just generalised verbiage! It could the guff jn
opening to any essay on any topic.
So Avoid guff’ in your opening paragraph!
Thus, if you are to avoid guff in your opening paragraph, what must you do instead? Well, you have to
start dealing with the topic of the essay from the very first sentence. Whether it is for a compulsory paper
essay (100 marks) or in a main paper (250 marks), your essay has restrictions on length. Address the topic
from the first sentence on, but don’t try to put everything into this first paragraph. You have the body of
your essay to examine or discuss all detail, but you have to be ‘on the ball’ from the first sentence of your
essay. Don’t waste the time of your assessor by trying to ease your way into the essay. Say something
specific in the very first sentence arid continue that for the rest of the paragraph.
To get off to a start that will reassure and impress the examiner, it is essential to get off to a positive
opening and engage with the topic from the very first sentence.
CONSIDER THE SAME EXAMPLE :

Topic: “Should the voting age be lowered to sixteen?”
The key words and phrases in the essay topic are: ‘voting age;” ‘sixteen’, ‘arguments for and against’. These
should be underlined before making brief notes to focus your thoughts. Then you must write an opening
paragraph that addresses the topic immediately, is specific and maps out for your reader the kind of
approach you intend to take.
Your first task is to write an impressive, opening sentence, which gets the essay off to a brisk start and grabs
the reader’s attention:

FIRST SENTENCE:
Debate about the age at which young people should be allowed to vote usually centers on the issue of
whether or not they are mature enough to make a reasoned judgment about how to use their vote.
This opening sentence refers to the terms of the topic (voting age, young people) and focuses on one of the
issues that is usually raised when this topic is discussed. It also has the merit of directness and clarity. The
point about maturity is flagged up for the reader and expectations that this issue will be addressed later in
the essay have been raised.
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SECOND SENTENCE:
However, this raises the question of whether most voters of whatever age make their voting choice
after a process of mature judgment or whether they usually vote in the way they do out of habit or
based on some prejudice of one kind or another.
This second sentence naturally follows on from the opening sentence and again indicates to the reader that
this point about mature judgments will be addressed later in the essay.

THIRD SENTENCE:
It is questionable whether so called maturity is an issue at all when discussing when to allow citizens
the right to vote.
This third sentence raises the issue of whether maturity is, in fact, an issue at all in this debate. Again, it seems
a logical extension of what has been raised in the first two sentences.

FOURTH SENTENCE:
More central to the debate, perhaps, is a discussion of the innate rights of citizens in a democratic
society, whatever their age may be.
This final sentence of the opening paragraph specifically raises the issue of the rights of citizenship, which
clearly will have to be developed later in the body of the essay.
Thus, this opening paragraph consists of these sentences:
Debate about the age at which young people should be allowed to vote usually center on the issue of whether
or not they are mature enough to make a reasoned judgment about how to use their vote. However, this raises
the questions of whether most voters of whatever age make their voting choice after a process of mature
judgment or whether they usually vote in the way they do out of habit or based on some prejudice of one kind
or another. It is questionable whether so called maturity is an issue at all when discussing when to allow
citizens the right to vote. More central to the debate, perhaps, is a discussion of the innate rights of citizens in
a democratic society, whether their age may be.

2. THE LENGTH OF THE OPENING PARAGRAPH
As a general rule, you should aim to write an opening paragraph of eight to ten sentences. Your task in writing
the opening paragraph of all your essays is to start responding immediately to the topic of the essay and to
indicate in this opening paragraph what approach you are going to take in the remainder of the essay. You do
not attempt to write an answer to the essay topic in the opening paragraph. However, you do tell your reader/
assessor what you are going to do and then in the body of the essay be as good as your word, before rounding
your essay off with a conclusion.
3. USEFUL PHRASES IN THE OPENING PARAGRAPH
In your opening Paragraphs, you can usefully emphasise the approach you are going to take by
using phrases such as:
In this essay I intend to explore....
This essay will discuss...
This essay will focus on....
In order to discuss...., I will analyse...
This opening sentence has the merit of telling your reader what territory you intend to cover in the body of
the essay, addressing the question that has been set, and using some of the key words of the assignment itself,
By the use of the opening ‘In this essay, I intend to explore .,,’, you get the essay off to a brisk, direct and specific
start.
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You do not need to use phrases like those listed above, but they are tried- and-trusted means of getting your
essay off to a lively and focused start, You may have your own favourite ways of opening. The important
point is that you start your essays positively with a sense of purpose and relevance that communicates itself
to the reader.
Focus on the topic from the first sentence on, be specific in relating to the key areas of the topic and
map out the ground you intend to cover in the body of your essay,

THE BODY OF THE ESSAY
Imagine you have started your essay with a relevant, concise opening paragraph in which you have indicated
to your reader/assessor what approach you are going to take in answering the question that has been set. You
have raised, therefore, certain, expectations in your reader. You have, in essence, mapped out the territory
you are going to cover in the body of your essay. That’s fine as far as it goes. Now you have too fulfil the
promise you have made to the reader. You have to come through with the goods in the body of the essay. This
is the section of the essay where you will earn the bulk of your marks. It is all important to create an effective
opening paragraph (INTRODUCTION) and a convincing concluding paragraph (CONCLUSION), but these
will count for little if the development section of your essay is unsatisfactory.

1. PARAGRAPH ALIGNMENT:
An appropriate use of paragraphs is an essential part of writing coherent and well-structured essays.
PARAGRAPHS ARE THE MEANS BY WHICH YOU ORDER THE MATTER SO THAT YOUR READER CAN
MAKE SENSE OF IT AND FOLLOW THE FLOW OF IDEAS AS YOU PRESENT THEM. Think about an
average length essay that uses no paragraphing at all. An absence of paragraphs would make your reader’s
task much harder. Apart from anything else, pages of unbroken print without a break can be quite off-putting.
Paragraphs help your readers absorb what you are trying to say.
You have to provide a direction for your readers to follow and help them digest what you have
written. Paragraphs are an essential tool in that process. Paragraphs give you, the writer, an opportunity
to move seamlessly from one point to another in a clear and ordered manner, so that your reader can follow
what you are trying to say, or express. Without paragraphs, your: essays could appear jumbled ‘and incoherent.
The Main body of the essay should be divided in equal paragraphs. You should try to write small paragraphs so
that your reader can follow what you are trying to say, or express without much trouble.

2. DEAL WITH ONE KEY POINT(THESIS STATEMENT) IN EACH PARAGRAPH:
As a general rule, TRY TO DEAL WITH ONE KEY POINT OR ASPECT OF THE TOPIC YOU ARE DISCUSSING
IN EACH PARAGRAPH OF THE BODY OF THE ESSAY. If you try to pack too many key points into one
paragraph, you will confuse your reader-evaluator and be in danger of being superficial in your treatment of
the question. Don’t try to pack everything essential you have to say into one paragraph. You should aim to
write small paragraphs and make one key point per paragraph and then elaborate on it.

Consider this paragraph-about the Essay ‘celebrity culture in contemporary society’ :
Celebrity culture, then, is a well-established feature of our mass media. For example, programmes devoted to
celebrities appear daily in the television schedules. Celebrities are dispatched to jungles or undergo various
tests for our entertainment and we, the viewing audience, are expected to be fascinated by all of this simply
because of the participation of these so-called celebrities. Television producers have learnt the lesson that
attaching the word ‘celebrities’ to a programme can produce dividends in terms of higher viewing figures.
Thus, we, the viewers, become complicit with this strategy because we supply the programme makers with
the audience they require to justify the making of the programme in the first place. Basically, if we did not
watch the programmes, then they would soon cease to be made.
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What is the key point of this paragraph? It is that celebrity culture permeates most of the mass media. That
point is made in the first sentence of the paragraph:
“Celebrity culture, then, is a well-established feature of our mass media.” We could call this the key sentence of
the paragraph. Key sentences provide a ‘key’ to unlock for your reader what the paragraph is about. Usually,
key sentences come at the beginning of the paragraph and our advice is to keep to that strategy. By
putting the key sentence of the paragraph first, you are signalling to the readers what the paragraph
is about. The more signals like this you give, the more coherent your essay becomes.

The point made in the key sentence has then to be developed and ‘given flesh’. Consider this
second sentence :
For example, programmes devoted to celebrities appear daily in the television schedules.
Having made the main point of the paragraph in the first sentence, you then have to illustrate what you mean
by specific examples or illustrations. This is done in this second sentence. This is then developed further in the
next two sentences:
Celebrities are dispatched to jungles or undergo various tests for our entertainment and we, the viewing
audience are expected to be fascinated by all of this simply because of the participation of these so called
celebrities. Television producers have learnt the lesson that attaching the word ‘celebrities’ to a programme
can produces dividends in terms of higher viewing figures.
These sentences give ‘flesh’ to the argument you are making by being detailed and specific. Having made a key
point, you have then to justify it by example and illustration.
The last two sentences of the paragraph act as a kind of mini-summary of the paragraph:
Thus, we, the viewers, become complicit with this strategy because we supply the programme makers with the
audience they require to justify the making of the programme in the first place. Basically, if we did not watch
the programmes, then they would soon cease to be made.
The sentence beginning ‘Thus’ draws what we might call ‘an intermediate conclusion’ based on the evidence
that has been supplied in the paragraph. This is signalled to the readers by the use of ‘Thus’.
The purpose of the last sentence is to draw the paragraph to a neat conclusion and perhaps point the way to
what will be dealt with in the next paragraph.
For example, you could build on this last sentence in the opening sentence of, your next paragraph:
Audience figures are undoubtedly very important to everybody involved in the television world. Equally, in the
print media,...
The first sentence of this new paragraph picks up on the point made in the last sentence of the previous
paragraph. Thus, CONTINUITY OR FLOW OF IDEAS is provided to the reader.
Another Example, Consider this paragraph...
Below is a paragraph from an essay about ‘whether young people should be responsible for their own
future pensions rather than depending on the state to provide’.
The welfare state was meant to provide for the needs of all citizens from the cradle to the grave. When it was
established after the second world war, that was the laudable aim. However, changing demographics and the
increase in the proportion of citizens living well into their twenties have put an unforeseen strain on the
public purse. Hence, politicians are now saying the country cannot afford to carry such a burden of pension
pay-outs. People, and particularly young people in their twenties, are going to have to plan for their own
retirement pension so that they can live a decent life without fear of poverty. They will no longer be able to
look to the state to provide adequate provision for their old age. The state, it seems, is going to opt out well
before they reach the grave.
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The key sentence of the paragraph is the first sentence. It makes the point about the expectation raised by the
welfare state.
That point is developed in sentences two, three, four, five and six by emphasising the difficulties caused by
changing life spans, the problems that causes and the implications for young people. The last sentence acts as a
kind of summary and echoes the first sentence of the paragraph.
3. CONTINUITY:
You must make it as easy as possible for your reader/assessor to follow the development or ‘flow’ of your
essay. The reader/evaluator must be able see a clear pathway, through what you have written. Your essay
must have the appearance of a continuous, coherent and integrated whole with each section dovetailing
in with the previous section.
To help the reader, it is advisable to use linking words or phrases to signal where you are going in the essay.
These linking words and phrases will provide signposts for the benefit of your reader. These signposts will
benefit you too in terms of the marks you are awarded. The linking words and phrases you use will reassure
your reader that you have an ‘overall plan to your essay and that the content of your essay is being developed
in a logical, point to point manner. What examiners don’t want to, read are essays that have no overall shape,
seem to jump from point to point and follow no logical pattern. Linking words and phrases will, at the very
least, help to create the impression of order and organisation.
Here are some useful linking words and phrases that you could use at the beginning of new
paragraphs:
Another essential feature of...
While it can be argued that..., it is also true that...
However, many critics disagree with this...
To counter this argument,...
Nevertheless, the evidence is that...
Secondly...
The bulk of the available evidence, then, points to the fact that...
On the contrary,...
Having analysed this aspect, I would now like to...
Furthermore...
In order to emphassise this point, I would like to point to...
Moreover, there are other convincing arguments to back up...
Therefore,...
Thus,...
Finally,...
The purpose of all these linking devices is to help your reader see their way through the essay and to convince
them that you have control over the shape of what you are writing and that you are thinking in a coherent
way.
Example: Consider these linked paragraphs on the subject of CLIMATE CHANGE..
Although experts disagree on the causes of climate change, hardly anyone disputes the fact that the world’s
weather is changing. This alteration in weather patterns has serious implications for our use of the world’s
resources, the emission of chemicals and gases into the earth’s atmosphere and the basic question of industrial
growth. It is an issue that cannot be avoided not only by world leaders but also the billions of ordinary citizens
around the globe.
© Triumph IAS
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However, short-term gains and the selfish interests of individual countries and multinationals continually get
in the way of controlling harmful side-effects from the growth of industry. Emerging industrial nations argue
that they should not be prevented from enjoying the fruits of industrial development that developed nations
have enjoyed for many years. Powerful nations such as the United states protect what they consider to be their
national interests. At times it appears that there is no consensus about how to move on because every country
is arguing its own corner.
Nevertheless, some progress has been made over the years.
The use of the linking words ‘However’ at the beginning of the second paragraph and ‘Nevertheless’ at the
start of the third paragraph provides essential signposts for the reader/evaluator to follow the argument that
is being made. A continuity or flow is established for the essay that reassures your reader/evaluator that you
know where you are going. The linking words help to establish a flow of ideas in the essay. Every essay you
write should have this feeling of continuity.
Another Example: Consider this further example of the use of linking words and phrases between paragraphs:
Is it more important for any government to encourage through grants the creation of an elite body of sportsmen
and women who can compete at international level for the glittering prizes of sporting success, or to ensure
that the mass of the population have wide access to sporting facilities to enhance their quality of life and keep
their fitness levels up in order to avoid ill health as a result of inactivity? This is a question that is frequently
asked and usually government spokespersons provide bland answers about creating a balance between the
two.
It is not as simple as that, however, because very often the provision of top facilities for elite athletes seriously
depletes the amount of cash available to fund sports facilities for the ordinary citizen. Politicians have an
inbuilt desire to curry favour with the voters through the achievements of our top performers. They bask in
reflected glory when we win gold medals, implying that it is their policies that have brought about such
success. Too often, perhaps, the needs of the population are sacrificed in the quest for prestigious prizes on the
world stage.
In order to emphasis this point, I would like to point to the debate that ensues when our athletes fail to bring
home the expected number of medals from world competitions such as the Olympic and European Games.
There is always fierce discussion about.
Paragraph two builds on the points that have been made in the previous paragraph; the use of ‘however’
reminds the reader that this paragraph is building on what has come before and that there is a continuity to the
argument. Note that the ‘however’ is the eighth word in the paragraph; linking words and phrases need not be
used at the start of the first sentence of the new paragraph, but must somewhere in that sentence. Not also that,
because ‘however’ comes in the middle of the sentence, it has a comma before and after it.
Paragraph three develops the point made at the end of the second paragraph. To provide continuity and
show that there is a flow of ideas the linking phrase ‘In order to emphasise this point’ is used and that is
underlined further by the use of ‘I would like to point to...’.
Continuity has been provided and the reader should be able to follow the ideas you are expressing. It is logical,
ordered and clear.
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4. THE USE OF CLOSE REFERENCES/EXAMPLES
In writing essays it is essential you back up the elaborated points/assertions you make in analysing a topic by
using appropriate close references and examples. ‘Close references’ can be the mentioning of key ‘incidents’ in
society, ‘things’ that key characters have done, said or thought, or the your own comment on the narrative and
characters. Close references are your way of supplying the ‘evidence’ for analytical statements you have made.
They are not the same thing’ as ‘telling the story in your own words’ or paraphrasing the narrative. Close
references must be chosen carefully to illustrate any’ particular point you are making.
CONSIDER THIS EXAMPLE :
“A great revolution in the Socio-Economic Status of Women in India - Ancient to Modern Era”
Here is a sample paragraph from the above mentioned essay answer :
Scholars believe that in ancient India, the women enjoyed equal status with men in all fields of life. Works by
ancient Indian grammarians such as Patanjali and Katyayana suggest that women were educated in the early
Vedic period Rigvedic verses suggest that the women married at a mature age and were probably free to select
their husband. Scriptures such as Rig Veda and Upanishads mention several women sages and seers, notably
Gargi and Maitreyi. Some kingdoms in the ancient India had traditions such as nagarvadhu (“bride of the city”).
Women competed to win the coveted title of the nagarvadhu. Amrapali is the most famous example of a
nagarvadhu. According to scholars, women enjoyed equal status and rights during the early Vedic period.
However, later (approximately 500 B.C.), the status of women began to decline with the Smritis (esp. Manusmriti)
and with the Islamic invasion of Babur and the Mughal empire and later Christianity curtailing women’s freedom
and rights. Although reformatory movements such as Jainism allowed women to be admitted to the religious
order, by and large, the women in India faced confinement and restrictions. The practice of child marriages is
believed to have started from around sixth century.
The first sentence of the paragraph makes an assertion about the women enjoyed equal status with men in
all fields of life. This assertion has to be backed up with concrete and detailed evidence.
Thus, the second sentence mentions ‘Works by ancient Indian grammarians such as Patanjali and Katyayana
suggest that women were educated in the early Vedic period Rigvedic verses suggest that the women married
at a mature age and were probably free to select their husband..
The third sentence adds further detail by alluding to the Scriptures such as Rig Veda and Upanishads mention
several women sages and seers, notably Gargi and Maitreyi. The next sentences back up this point.
Then, there is a use of a rhetorical question that is answered in the penultimate’ sentence of the paragraph. The
final sentence of the paragraph draws a conclusion based on the evidence provided in the paragraph.
Therefore, the statement made in the key sentence is backed up with detailed and specific references, that are
appropriate and relevant. Whatever the, subject area of your essay topic, it is important to remember
that assertions must be complemented by detail and specific examples.

THE CLOSING PARAGRAPH/CONCLUSION
The conclusion of essay, in the form of a closing paragraph, is just as important as opening, the first paragraph.
The opening paragraph makes a first impression on you assessor, concluding paragraph will be the last
impression you make before the evaluator gives you marks for the essay. It is clear that you must leave your
evaluator with a favourable impression. Before grading, the evaluator will take stock of essay as a whole, but
the paragraph that ends essay will definitely be an important factor in how it is assessed.
The function of the closing paragraph is to round off the essay appropriately. The assignment may have asked
you to make some kind of judgment and this is where you have to express that judgment and summarise the
reasons for it. It is wise practice to refer back to the evidence or arguments you have been making in the body
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of the essay. Of course, you do not reiterate the same points, but you must find a way of summing up that brings
the essay to an emphatic conclusion and creates the impression that the topic assignment has been relevantly
and thoroughly dealt with.
Example: Look at the following concluding paragraph about ‘what must be done to stave off ecological
disaster’
In conclusion, then, I would argue that, unless all the countries of the world, great and small, developed or
developing, powerful and not so powerful, make some sacrifices for the sake of the future of the planet, the
resources we have taken for granted up till now will run out. The most powerful nations of the world, the
members of the G8, must lead the way, otherwise disaster on an unimaginable scale might ensue. The time for
empty rhetoric is past, the time for action has arrived. Time has run out for the procrastinators and the selfish.
It is the human race itself that faces extinction.
This paragraph uses a linking phrase ‘in conclusion’ to signpost the fact that the essay has reached its final
paragraph. The use of ‘then’ is another signal to the reader that you are reaching a conclusion based on hat you
have written in the preceding ‘paragraphs.
Other appropriate words or phrases that can be used to signal this include:
Finally,...
As I have argued,...
As I have shown,...
Therefore,...
The bulk of the evidence, then, points to...
However, as I have shown,...
Based on this evidence,...
The concluding paragraph must inevitably include an element of summarising what you have written
before. Try to avoid, however, slavishly repeating exactly the arguments or content you have used earlier. Find
a fresh and concise way of re-emphasising the conclusion, you have come to. Be specific and detailed, however.
Just as you have to avoid guff in your opening paragraph, so must you avoid it in this concluding paragraph.
Read the concluding paragraph above again.

FINAL SENTENCE
A neat, rounding-off sentence that leaves your reader with something to think about is sound practice in
essay-writing.
In the above paragraph, ‘It is’ the human race itself that faces extinction’ performs that function. It is
relevant to the topic, adds a note of finality to the conclusion and underlines the seriousness of the situation.
Always try to end your essays with some significant sentence like this.

CONCLUDING REMARKS FROM THE AUTHOR :
The OPENING/INTRODUCTION, usually consisting of one paragraph for an average-length essay, should get
to grips with the set topic immediately, Avoid just filling up space with empty GUFF, Say something specific
without going into much detail at this stage, Your intention at this stage should be to alert the reader to the
approach you are going to take in the remainder (or the BODY) of the essay. Your ultimate objective in this
opening paragraph is to reassure your reader that you are going to answer the topic that has been set, that
your approach is going to be detailed and structured and to get the essay off to a relevant and brisk start.
THE BODY of the essay is where you “carry out what you have said you would do in the opening paragraph,
You need to write connected paragraphs, each of which should deal with one key point (Thesis Statement),
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Express that key point in a key sentence, usually the first sentence of the paragraph. Use linking words and
phrases to provide a sense of continuity and development in your essay, Impress your evaluator with the
coherence, organisation and continuity of your essay. The body of the essay is the section where the close
detail of the essay is found. .
THE CONCLUDING paragraph should round off your essay, drawing a conclusion if you have been asked to
do so, but certainly summarising the content of your essay and leaving your assessor with the impression that
you have rounded it off succinctly and neatly.

THEME - WISE IN CSE IN “ESSAY TOPIC” & “TREND ANALYSIS”

PREVIOUS TWENTY FIVE YEARS CSE MAINS ESSAY PAPERS
18.

Privatization of higher education in India.
(2011)
19. Value-based science and education. (1999)
20. What is real education? (1999)
21. Literacy is growing very fast, but there is no
corresponding growth in education. (1996)
22. Restructuring of Indian education system.
(1997)
23. Irrelevance of the classroom. (2001)
24. Are the standardized tests good measure of
academic ability or progress? (2014)
25. Is an Egalitarian society possible by educating
the masses ? (2008)
26. Education without values, as useful as it is,
seems rather to make a man more clever
devil.(2015)
I(c) CULTURE
27. Mass media and cultural invasion. (1999)
28. Modernisation and westernisation are not
identical concepts. (1994)
29. The Indian society at the crossroads.(1994)

I.
I(a)
1.
2.

SOCIETY & CULTURE
WOMEN
Men have failed: let women take over.(1993)
Women’s Reservation Bill Would Usher in
Empowerment for Women in India.(2006)
3.
The hand that rocks the cradle.(2005)
4.
If women ruled the world.(2005)
5.
Whither Women’s Emancipation?(2004)
6.
Empowerment alone cannot help our
women.(2001)
7.
Women empowerment: Challenges and
prospects.(1999)
8.
Greater political power alone will not
improve women’s plight.(1997)
9.
The new emerging women Power: the
ground realities.(1995)
10. Woman is God’s best creation.(1998)
11. Managing work and home – is the Indian
working woman getting a fair deal? (2012)
12. If development is not engendered, it is
endangered. (2016)
13. Best for an individual is not necessarily best
for the society. (2019)
14. Patriarchy is the least noticed yet the most
significant structure of social inequality.
(2020)
I(b) EDUCATION
15. Credit – based higher education system –
status, opportunities and challenges. (2011)
16. “Education for All” Campaign in India: Myth
or Reality. (2006)
17. Modern technological education and human
values. (2002)
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Neglect of primary healthcare and education
in India are reasons for its backwardness.
The composite culture of India.(1998)
Indian culture today: A myth or a
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Modernism and our traditional socio-ethical
values.(2000)
Does Indian Cinema shape our popular culture
or merely reflect it.(2011)
South Asian Societies are woven not around
the state, but around their plural cultures and
plural identities. (2019)
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16.

36.

Culture is what we are, civilization is what we
have (2020)
I(d) HEALTH
37. The modern doctor and his patients.(1997)
38. “The focus of health care is increasingly getting
skewed towards the ‘haves’ of our
society”.(2009)
I(e) YOUTH
39. Youth culture today. (1999)
40. Is the growing level of competition good for
the youth? (2014)

17.
18.
19.



I(f) URBANIZATION
41. Urbanization is a blessing in disguise. (1997)
42. Urbanisation and Its Hazards. (2008)
II.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

III.
1.

INDIA(STATE/NATION):
What we have not learnt during fifty years of
Independence.(1997)
India’s contribution to world wisdom.(1998)
The language problem in India: Its past, present
and prospects.(1998)
Why should we be proud of being
Indians?(2000)
India’s Role in Promoting ASEAN Cooperation.(2004)
National Identity and Patriotism (2008)
Are our traditional handicrafts doomed to a
slow death?(2009)
Are we a ‘Soft ’ state ?(2009)
Preparedness of our society for India’s global
leadership role.(2010)
From traditional Indian philanthropy to the
Gates-Buffet model-a natural progression or a
paradigm shift? (2010)
In the Indian context , Both human intelligence
and technical intelligence are crucial in
combating terrorism. (2012)
Is the Colonial mentality hindering India’s
Success.(2013)
Fifty Golds in Olympics: Can this be a reality
for India? (2014)
Tourism: Can this be the next big thing for
India? (2014)
BPO boom in India. (2007)
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The misinterpretation and misuse of freedom
in India.(1998)
Crisis faced in India – moral or economic.
(2015)
Dreams which should not let India
sleep.(2015)
Water disputes between States in federal
India.(2016)
Destiny of a nation is shaped in its classrooms.
(2017)
Management of Indian border disputes- a
complex task.
(2018)
GLOBALIZATION
Globalization Would Finish Small-Scale
Industries in India.(2006)
Globalizations and Its Impact on Indian
Culture.(2004)
The implications of globalization for India.
(2000)
‘ Globlisation’ vs. ‘ Nationalism’.(2009)
Multinational corporations – saviours or
saboteurs. (1994)
THE WORLD & SECURITY
Terrorism and world peace (2005)
The Masks of New Imperialism. (2003)
My vision of an ideal world order. (2001)
The country’s need for a better disaster
management system. (2000)
The world of the twenty-first century.
(1998)
Restructuring of UNO reflect present
realities.(1996)
Has the Non- Alignment Movement(NAM)
lost its relevance in a multipolar world. 2017
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Science and technology is the panacea for the
growth and security of the nation. (2013)
Science and Mysticism: Are they compatible?
(2012)
The march of science and the erosion of
human values. (2001)
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The cyber world: Its charms and challenges.
(2000)
Increasing Computerization Would lead to the
Creation of a Dehumanized Society. (2006)
How has satellite television brought about
cultural change in Indian mindsets. (2007)
Importance of Indo-U.S. Nuclear Agreement
(2006)
Spirituality and Scientific temper.(2003)
Technology cannot replace manpower.(2015)
Cyberspace and Internet: Blessing or curse to
the human civilization in the long run?(2016)
Social media is inherently a selfish medium.
2017
Alternative technologies for a climate change
resilient India. 2018
Rise of Artificial Intelligence: the threat of
jobless future or better job opportunities
through reskilling and upskilling. 2019
Technology as the silent factor in international
relations 2020

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

ENVIRONMENT – ECOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT
Protection of Ecology and Environment is
Essential for Sustained Economic
Development. (2006)
Food security for sustainable national
development. (2005)
Resource management in the Indian context.
(1999)
The country’s need for a better disaster
management system.(2000)

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.


VII. ECONOMY/POLITICS/GOVERNANCE
1.
Was it the policy paralysis or the paralysis of
implementation which slowed the growth of
our country? (2014)
2.
GDP (Gross Domestic Product) along with
GDH (Gross Domestic Happiness) would be the
right indices for judging the wellbeing of a
country. (2013)
3.
Is the criticism that the ‘Public-PrivatePartnership’ (PPP) model for development is
more of a bane than a boon in the Indian
context, justified? (2012)
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Creation of smaller states and the consequent
administrative , economic and developmental
implication. (2011)
Should a moratorium be imposed on all fresh
mining in tribal areas of the country? (2010)
Special Economic Zone : Boon or Bane (2008)
Evaluation of Panchayati Raj System in India
from the point of view of eradication of power
to people.(2007)
Role of Media in good governance. (2008)
Water Resources Should Be Under the Control
of the Central Government.(2004)
How should a civil servant conduct
himself?(2003)
Need for transparency in public
administration. (1996)
Reservation, politics and empowerment.
(1999)
Is Autonomy the best answer to combat
balkanization? (2007)
Politics, bureaucracy and business – Fatal
Triangle. (1994)
Can capitalism bring inclusive growth?(2015)
Innovation is the key determinant of economic
growth and social welfare.(2016)
Cooperative
federalism:
Myth
or
reality.(2016)
Near jobless growth in India: An anomaly or
an outcome of economic reforms.(2016)
Digital economy: A leveller or a source of
economic inequality.(2016)
Impact of the new economic measures on
fiscal ties between the union and states in
India.
(2017)
Farming has lost the ability to be a source of
subsistence for majority of farmers in India.
(2017)

VIII. DEMOCRACY&DEVELOPMENT
1.
In the context of Gandhiji’s views on the matter,
explore, on an evolutionary scale, the terms
‘Swadhinata’, ‘Swaraj’ and ‘Dharmarajya’.
Critically comment on their contemporary
relevance to Indian democracy. (2012)
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Responsibility of media in a democracy.(2002)
How far has democracy in India delivered the
goods?(2003)
The VIP cult is a bane of Indian
democracy.(1996)
Whither Indian democracy? (1995)
What have we gained from our democratic setup? (2011)
Biased media is a real threat to Indian
Democracy
(2019)

16.

JUSTICE, JUDICIARY RIGHTS ISSUES
Justice must reach the poor (2005)
Judicial activism. (1997)
Judicial Activism and Indian Democracy.
(2004)
Is sting operation an invasion on privacy?
(2014)
There can be no social justice without
economic prosperity but economic prosperity
without social justice is meaningless (2020)

22.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

23.
24.
25.
26.



QUOTATIONS/THOUGHTS/ETHICS
Truth is lived, not taught. (1996)
When money speaks, the truth is silent.(1995)
Useless life is an early death.(1994)
Youth is a blunder, Manhood a struggle, oldage
a regret(1995)
Our deeds determine us, as much as we
determine our deeds.(1995)
Disinterested intellectual curiosity is the
lifeblood of civilisation.(1995)
Politics without ethics is a disaster. (1995)
The pursuit of excellence. (2001)
Search for truth can only be a spiritual problem.
(2002)
If youth knew, if age could. (2002)
The paths of glory lead but to the grave.(2002)
Words are sharper than the two-edged
sword.(2014)
Be the change you want to see in others
(Gandhi) (2013)
“ Good Fences make good neighbors”(2009)
Descipline means success , anarchy means
ruin.(2008)
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Independent thinking should be encouraged
right form the childhood. (2007)
Attitude makes, habit makes character and
character makes a man. (2007)
As civilization advances culture declines.
(2003)
There is nothing either good or bad but
thinking makes it so. (2003)
The hand that rocks the cradle.(2005)
With greater power comes greater
responsibility. (2014)
Geography may remain the same; history need
not. (2010)
Lending hands to someone is better than giving
a dole.(2015)
Quick but steady wins the race.(2015)
Character of an institution is reflected in its
leader.(2015)
Need brings greed, if greed increases it spoils
breed.(2016)
Joy is the simplest form of gratitude. 2017
Fulfillment of ‘new woman’ in India is a myth.
(2017)
We may brave human laws but cannot resist
natural laws. (2017)
A good life is one inspired by love and guided
by knowledge. (2018)
Customary morality cannot be a guide to
modern life. (2018)
‘The past’ is permanent dimension of human
consciousness and values. (2018)
A people that values its privileges above its
principles loses both. (2018)
Reality does not confirm to the ideal, but
confirms it. (2018)
Wisdom finds truth. 2019
Values are not what humanity is, but what
humanity ought to be. (2019)
Courage to accept and dedication to improve
are two keys to success. (2019)
Life is long journey between human being and
being humane. (2020)
Mindful manifesto is the catalyst to a tranquil
self. (2020)
Ships do not sink because of water around
them , ships sink because of water that gets
into them (2020)
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication (2020)
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